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What is the main use of these panels?

Tecnografica’s panels are mainly designed for the 
decoration of surfaces. Here are some examples 
of installations:

Dècora Resin decorative panels in a hotel hall. 

Backlit Dècora Lux panel on a counter designed 
for an exhibition booth.

Dècora Resin decorative panels on the walls of a 
sophisticated waiting room.

Backlit Dècora Lux panels on the walls of the 
toilets in an elegant bar.

Dècora Resin decorative panel applied on the 
side of a bookcase in a private house.

Decorative panels 
supports

Created on a rigid compound aluminum support, 
Dècora Resin takes advantage of his high technical 
value that, with the versatility of the resin, breathes 
life into a product with high aesthetic and functional 
qualities. The slabs reach a thickness of ≈ 6 mm.

Smart Panel is the innovative and high-level tech-
nology support for decorative panels. Smart Panel 
combines the lightness of Forex with the strength 
and shininess of transparent Polycarbonate. 
Thanks to the total customization of graphics and 
dimensions, this support is suitable both for small 
realizations and big projects, since it guarantees a 
stunning visual effect through brilliant colours and 
high-definition images. Smart Panel slabs reach a 
final thickness of 6 mm.

Backlightable, the Dècora Lux slabs play with the 
transparency of the resin and the opalescence 
of the PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) support 
to realize coverings, decorations and evocative 
enlightenments. The slabs reach a thickness of 
≈ 10 mm.

On a rigid compound aluminum support the Dèco-
ra Stucco slabs are worked and finished complete-
ly by hand. Strong points: the numerous available 
graphics, the productive technology, the crafts-
manship and the very easy laying. The slabs reach 
a thickness of ≈ 5 mm.

Dècora Resin

Smart Panel

Dècora Lux

Dècora Stucco
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What can be printed on a decorative panel?

It is possible to print any of the graphics offered by 
Tecnografica, both within the wallpaper collections 
and the decorative panels collections. For exam-
ple, it is possible to print a graphic on a decora-
tive panel, even if this graphic actually comes from 
a wallpaper collection and not from a decorative 
panels collection.

Is it possible to print a customized graphic?

Yes, we accept customized graphics sent by the 
customer, as long as the image resolution is ad-
equate both for printing and for the dimensions re-
quested by the specific project.

What is the maximum size of a single panel?

Support Max. size (cm)
Dècora Resin 150x300
Dècora Stucco 150x300
Dècora Lux 150x300
Smart Panel 130x300

Our decorative panels, within their maximum di-
mensions, are completely customizable, following 
the specific characteristics of your own project. 
For example: 70x100, 120x120, 130x280, and so 
on.

What is the maximum thickness reached by 
each panel?

Support Max. thickness (mm)
Dècora Resin ≈ 6 (support+resin)
Dècora Stucco ≈ 5 (support+stucco)
Dècora Lux ≈ 10 (support+resin)

Smart Panel 6 (PMMA surface + PVC 
support)

How much does a decorative panel weigh?

The weight of a panel changes following the se-
lected support. Here is a table that shows the 
weight per square meter:

Support Weight per m2

Dècora Resin 6,5 kg/m2

Dècora Stucco 6 kg/m2

Dècora Lux 11 kg/m2

Smart Panel 6 Kg/m2

Dècora Resin decorative panels on the wall of an 
exclusive private mansion.

Pannelli decorativi Dècora Lux retroilluminati, 
installati presso lo stand fieristico di un importante 
brand internazionale di moda e gioielleria.

Can decorative panels be placed side by side? 
If yes, are there grout lines among them?

Our decorative panels can be placed side by side, 
but they must be installed with a grout line product 
(please refer to installation manual). If the wall is 
not even and smooth, “T” profiles can be used to 
place the panels side by side and join them. If the 
floor and/or the ceiling are not perfectly flat and 
coincident, we suggest to use deflection profiles.

Is it possible to apply the decorative panels 
behind the cooktop?

Yes, it is possible if you apply the decorative pan-
els behind an induction cooktop. Instead, if it is not 
an induction cooktop, but a fire cooktop, the pan-
els need to be installed at least 30 cm far from it.

Are the panels waterproof? Can I apply them 
into the shower?

Yes, all our panels are waterproof and can be ap-
plied into the shower, upon installing them properly 
with an adequate sealant.

How are the panels finished, in order to be ap-
plied into the shower?

When the panels are applied into the shower, the 
corners of each panel can be closed and finished 
with silicone, in order to make the installation com-
pletely waterproof.

What products can I use to clean the panels?

It is important to NOT use anti-limescale products. 
Our decorative panels must be cleaned with neu-
tral-pH cleansers.

How do the panel corners look like?

The standard corner of a panel is characterized 
by an angle of 90°. However, corners can also be 
customized, following the specific requests of the 
customer.

Is it possible to realize a 45° cut to a panel?

Support 45° cut

Dècora Resin No: we advise to use “L” 
angular profiles. 

Dècora Stucco Yes.

Dècora Lux No: we advise to use “L” 
angular profiles. 

Smart Panel Yes..
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What professional figure can realize the instal-
lation of decorative panels?

As far as the installation is concerned, we advise 
to rely on professionals with experience in the in-
stallation of large-size panels.

Does the surface need to be perfectly smooth 
and regular?

Yes, before installing the panels, the surface needs 
to be smooth, flat, and regular, in order to avoid 
problems during the installation.

How does the wall need to be properly pre-
pared for the installation of panels?

It is necessary to make the wall smooth and regu-
lar through specific materials available in stores. 

How can a backlit panel be installed?

Our Dècora Lux panel must be installed on a spe-
cific supporting structure (the so called light box, 
image A), which contains a led strip. Leds must 
be placed at a minimum distance of 7 cm from the 
panel and must cover its entire surface, in order 
to ensure a homogeneous illumination. Tecnogra-
fica provides also some spacers made from trans-
parent polycarbonate (see image B), that help to 
maintain the Dècora Lux flatness with the passing 
of time. They are given including plastic screws 
and washers to fix the panels to the wall or to the 
light box. Spacers are an optional that is produced 
depending on project needs, according to precise 
instructions of the customer. For customization you 
can contact the Technical Office of Tecnografica.

Can the decorative panels be applied outdoor?

Tecnografica’s decorative panels are designed for 
the indoor environments. However, they can also 
be applied in sheltered outdoor areas (such as pa-
tios, porches, and so on), where they are protected 
from the direct sunlight.

How are the panels worked on the building 
site?

All types of panels can be cut on the building site 
through specific tools, such as a jigsaw or similar.

Does the protective product applied on Dècora 
Stucco give a transparent or matt finishing to 
the panel?

The protective product to be applied on the Dè-
cora Stucco support exists in both versions, for 
a transparent finishing and for a matt finishing. 
Therefore, the choice is up to the customer.

What is the shipment method for the panels?

Panels are shipped in wooden cases, where the pan-
els are laid horizontally one on the other. The ship-
ping methods can be: air freight, by ship, ex works. 

Can I return the wooden case?

No, it is not possible to return the wooden case, 
since each case is customized following the char-
acteristics of the specific panels.

How long does the warranty last on panels?

The warranty on Tecnografica’s panels lasts for 1 
year.

Image B Spacers made from transparent polycarbonateImage A Lightbox

Sides of the Lightbox
depth: 7 cm

Top and bottom of the Lightbox
depth: 7 cm

Hanging Holes 

Back of the Lighbox
(with LED stripes)

Dècora Lux Panel

1500 mm

SIDE VIEW OF THE LIGHTBOX FRONT VIEW OF THE LIGHTBOX
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LED Stripe

LED Stripe assembly instructions
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In s t a l l a t i o n  M a n u a l In s t a l l a t i o n  M a n u a l

The aim of this manual is to provide instructions 
for installing Dècora and Smart Panel series deco-
rative panels manufactured by Tecnografica Ital-
ian Wallcoverings. These are decorative panels in 
the form of sheets suitable for mounting on indoor 
walls.
The maximum dimensions of the panels is 
1500x3000 mm for Dècora panels (Dècora Resin, 
Dècora Stucco and Dècora Lux) and 1300x3000 
mm for Smart Panels. There is no limit to the 
“standard measurements”: dimensions are always 
customized according to the project. The thick-
ness of the panels can be from 6 to 10 mm (see 
“Decorative Panel Supports” on page 2).

PRELIMINARY INSPECTION OF THE SUP-
PORTS
Before installing the panels, the following charac-
teristics of the supports should be checked. 

Flatness 
A basic requirement is that the supports are per-
fectly flat. If installing Dècora series panels, the 
tolerance, measured with a 2-meter straight edge, 
is ± 3 mm. Any irregularities must be corrected by 
using a cement based levelling product manufac-
tured by Litokol S.p.A. called: 
LITOPLAN SMART: a rapid hardening and rapid 
drying cement-based thixotropic levelling layer 
for vertical and horizontal indoor and outdoor ap-
plications from 1 to 25 mm thick with low Volatile 
Organic Compound (VOC) emissions (Emicode 
EC1PLUS), class CT C16F5 according to UNI EN 
13813. (Link: https://www.litokol.it/en/component/
k2/item/884-litoplan-smart)

Reaction time and maximum humidity 
Whatever the nature of the support, it must have 
completely hardened so that it is dimensionally 
stable and will not be subject to shrinkage after 
the mosaics or panels have been installed. 
Gypsum based substrates, such as gypsum plas-

ters, must have a maximum residual humidity of 
0.5%. For premixed cement based plasters, it is 
recommended to follow the supplier’s instructions 
regarding the hardening / drying times and their 
mechanical strength. 

Cleaning 
The supports must be clean and free from paint, 
wax, grease, oil and loose areas or anything else 
that may prevent the adhesive from adhering to 
it. There must be no traces of release agents on 
concrete substrates. It is recommended cleaning 
the surface beforehand using a pressure washer 
with hot water or by sandblasting. Existing ceramic 
tiles must be degreased using alkaline detergents 
or an aqueous solution of caustic soda. Alterna-
tively, the surface can be sanded using a 60-80 
grit abrasive paper and the dust removed using a 
vacuum cleaner. 

Mechanical strength 
In order to guarantee good adhesion, the supports 
must not be dusted. To improve adhesion, a suit-
able consolidating primer in aqueous dispersion 
can be used such as PRIMER C (Link: https://
www.litokol.it/it/prodotti/prodotti-speciali/primer-c)
that is compatible with the LITOELASTIC adhesive. 

INSTALLATION
The white epoxy-polyurethane adhesive suitable for 
installing the Dècora panels is LITOELASTIC (Link: 
https://www.litokol.it/en/component/k2/item/311-
litoelastic) produced by Litokol S.p.A.
The “double-spreading” technique should always 
be used when installing the panels.
The LITOELASTIC adhesive should therefore be 
spread on the back of the panels using a 3.5x3.5 
mm square notched trowel (coverage 1.8 kg/m2) 
and on the substrate using a 6x6 mm square 
notched trowel (coverage 2.8 kg/m2). TOTAL cov-
erage of LITOELASTIC: 4.6 kg/m2.
The panels must NOT be laid without a joint. A 

spacer of at least 2 mm should be used. A joint 
of at least 3 mm should be left between the side 
of the panel and the internal vertical edge of the 
walls.

GROUTING
Before grouting the joints, make sure that the ad-
hesive used for installing the panels is completely 
dry and has hardened, and that the joints are com-
pletely dry. After carrying out these checks, manu-
ally remove any adhesive from the joints. Tecno-
grafica Italian Wallcoverings recommends that 
you use STARLIKE®, an epoxy mortar, for grouting 
the Dècora decorative panels (Link: https://www.
litokol.it/en/products/products-to-grout-and-clean/
litochrom-starlike) produced by Litokol S.p.A.. This 
product provides the following advantages: 

• Bright and homogeneous colour 
Very wide range of colours (132 finishes)

• Practically no water absorption
• Extremely easy to apply and clean
• High final strength of the grout and therefore 

greater durability 

Carefully follow the instructions that are pro-
vided with the product and those described 
below. Make sure that the conditions at the in-

stallation site are suitable for it to be applied. 

Coverage of STARLIKE® sealant for standard size 
Dècora panels (considering a 2 mm spacer): 0.03 
kg/m2

Caution: When grouting Dècora panels using the 
STARLIKE® sealant, the sides of the joint should 
be protected using masking tape in order not to 
scratch the surfaces of the panels and to make it 
easier to clean them afterwards. It is therefore rec-
ommended NOT to dirty the surface of the panels 
with the STARLIKE® sealant when grouting.

The information in this document is provided in good faith and is based on careful research carried out in the Tecnografica and Litokol laboratories. However, 
because the conditions and methods in which the products are used are beyond the control of these companies, this information is not to be considered a 
substitute for the preliminary tests that should be carried out to ensure that the product is entirely suitable and safe for the specific application. Tecnografica 
and Litokol will not be held liable for the results obtained by others using methods over which they have no control. It is the user’s responsibility to establish the 
suitability of the product for the intended applications and to take appropriate precautions to protect property and people against any hazards associated with 
the use of the product. It is therefore recommended that each user test the product for its intended application before using it. Suggestions for use should not 
be interpreted as an encouragement to infringe any patent rights. The information contained in this document may be subject to change without notice. Tests 
have been conducted on the materials as they are normally produced and sold in good condition and free of defects of any kind caused by improper transport 
and storage. 
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